chapter I
PALESTINE
I
T is already dusk and the lines of the massive walls of the
citadel, surmounted by its delicate minaret, stand out clear-cut
against the fading sky, A few of the larger shops within the
city are already lit and the headlights of a passing taxi play
pranks upon the archway of the Jaffa gate. From across its
dry moat the " Tower of David " dominates an open space on to
which, from a narrow highway, emerges, or disappears into its
depths, a constant stream of people. It is the Street of David
which, however squalid, however neglected—however successful
may be the rivalry of the new city that is springing up outside—
will for ever hold its own as the great thoroughfare of Jerusalem.
For it is this street of long easy steps that leads to the Bab
al-Silsileh, the entrance to what was once the Temple of Solomon
and is to-day the Haram al-Sherif—the Holy of Holy of the Jews
and second only to Mecca in the eyes of Islam, To the Christian
also the Street of David is a Sacred Way, by it is reached the
Holy Sepulchre, that most revered of sanctuaries. What if a few
of the stiff-necked cast doubt upon the tradition of the Empress
Helena ? What if some of the perverse erudite strive to refute
the authenticity of the site ? Is it not enough that since the
days of Constantine the Christian world has worshipped at this
shrine ? Let that suffice, and he that doubts pass on.
Narrow it is, the Street of David, and squalid and none too
clean, smelling of fruits and spices and coffee and musk, of hot
people and cool melons, and strange odours hang upon the heated
atmosphere of summer, penetrating and perplexing. From time
to time a little trembling breath of cool air troubles the traveller,
coming from nowhere and going nowhere, as though stirred by
some ghostly passing of long ago—Rabbis or Romans, Crusaders
or Moslems.
As it descends the steep hill the gloom of the vaulted and much
arched highway increases* To right and left long covered

